COMICS STARRING...
YOU!

WHO, ME?

YES, YOU!

MAKING COMICS IS FUN - BUT HAVE YOU EVER WISHED YOU COULD BE IN A COMIC?

WE'RE GOING TO GIVE YOU SOME TIPS TO HELP YOU BECOME YOUR OWN COMICS SUPERSTAR!

STEP 1: DRAW YOURSELF!
THINK ABOUT WHAT ARE YOUR MOST RECOGNISABLE FEATURES - WHAT MAKES YOU LOOK LIKE YOU?

HERE'S AN EXAMPLE!

So far, so good! Now, time HERO it up!
For the next step, try brainstorming a bunch of powers, skills, or abilities...

What would be cool? What do you wish you could do?

Super strength? champion surfer? can fly? 3 wishes? control over all puppies?

ace detective? magic ring? has seven heads? super ears? secret wizard?

Now, pick your favourite... and draw that version of you!

Now... think of an evil nemesis who could cause problems for you?
(This could be based on someone from real life too - or completely made up!)

...and you're ready to make a whole comic... with you as the star!

Surf wizards!